
ystems: 

y Maintenance Cleaning & 

Spot Removal Instructions 

SUGGESTED MATERIALS: 

{:I. Microfiber mop

{:I. Basic Clean in Spray Bottle (diluted to a 30:l ratio) 

{:I. Mr. Clean Magic Eraser Pads

{:I. Goo Gone Adhesive Remover

{:I. Plastic Putty Scraper

{:I. Terry Cloth Towel

{:I. WetMop (As Needed)

DAILY CLEANING PROCEDURES: 

SWEEP entire floor daily with a clean, untreated microfiber mop to remove dirt and grit. 

Routine daily maintenance is important to prevent build-up of dirt, dust, grit and grime which will dull the 
appearance of the floor and make long-term maintenance more difficult. Proper maintenance will also ensure the 
performance of the floor remains intact. 

As needed, use a Wet Mop periodically to remove stubborn dirt using Basic Clean that has been diluted to a 30 to 
1 ratio. 
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SPOT CLEANING PROCEDURES: 

Spot clean daily o as needed to remove difficult stains and/or scuff marks. 
1. Generous ¥ spray the scuff mark or spot with Basic Clean that has been diluted to a 30 to 1 ratio. Let the solution
remai on the spot for 10 minutes. Using a Mr. Clean Magic Eraser, scrub the spot until it disappears.
Im - ediately rinse floor with a terry cloth towel and water.
'AILURE TO REMOVE SOLVENT COULD RESULT IN PERMANENT DISCOLORATION OF FLOOR.

For removal of gum, Goo Gone Adhesive Remover can be used. 
2. Generously apply Goo Gone to gum on the floor. Let the solution remain on the gum spot for 10 minutes.
Using a plastic putty scraper, carefully scrape the gum off the floor, repeating until all gum residue is gone. Use a
Mr. Clean Magic Eraser to finish removing any visible residue on the spot until it disappears. Immediately rinse
floor with a terry cloth towel and water.
FAILURE TO REMOVE SOLVENT COULD RESULT IN PERMANENT DISCOLORATION OF FLOOR.

NOTE: Stronger cleaning agents like acetone, mineral spirits or denatured alcohol can be used for tar removal. 
Floor must be rinsed with water following use of solvent. Before using any solvents, test a small area in the corner 
or behind bleachers, for example, to determine best results. Frequency of spot cleaning will depend on; frequency 
of use, the type of use, and the quality of daily maintenance. For badly worn or damaged floors, consult your 
authorized Robbins dealer to determine if deep scrubbing or if resurfacing is needed. 

For optimal floor performance, other important maintenance tips include: Keep grit off of floors with the use of floor 
mats �t the en:rance of the gym or_ high traffic�e glides on tables, chairs, and other equipment to minimize ./
floor indentation, Mop up after spills, Do not use phosplrate-or-bleaGh-Gleaner:-s, Auto srruvver should be stored off the/' 
seamless floor to prevent the risk of battery acid leaks. 
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